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Watson in Your Pocket
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor
Ubiquitous computing (ubicomp), which is also known
as pervasive computing, is defined in Wikipedia in a way
that evokes all kinds of science-fiction and/or utopian
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made on the Mac automatically
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optics that will take stills with

or be released like steam into new, freer atmospheres?
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Who knows? The view from inside the covered pot is

and record video at 1,080 pixels

dark, and the warmth encourages quiet napping.
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as “a post-desktop model of human computer interac-

“Ubiquitous” sounds horizon-wide and somehow

So when will the warming waves of the digital streams

What’s needed is an accurate thermometer—
something that could measure those definable limits for
us. For the effects of computing and invisible networks,
perhaps we should start with the hardware—the pots and
the pans.
Consider tablets and smartphones, for instance. Few
devices provide such ever-present connections to digital
continued on next page
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jet streams, and never have such natural human gestures

Now IBM is investing in an effort to put Watson’s 10 racks

linked us to them. We tap icons to get the device’s attention,

of IBM Power 750 servers in your pocket. Additionally,

slide elements and pages to where they belong, flip-scroll, or

researchers will be working toward adding image recogni-

use two-finger zoom gestures to open the eye of the screen.

tion to Watson so that “it can respond to real-world

The on-board keyboards are an afterthought—they’re

input.” By letting Watson “see” through your phone or

almost vestigial.

tablet’s camera, it might better provide answers. The

It’s likely that when human beings first learned to commu-

unusual way IBM Vice President of Industry Research

nicate with each other they also probably began with hand

Katharine Frase described this feature to Bloomberg was,

gestures. The early identification of self with one’s hands is

“In 2.0, we hope to give him more senses. A guy could say

evidenced in the early cave paintings that often include

into his phone, ‘Here’s where I am, and here’s what I see,’

numerous impressions of hands outlined in dark paint

lifting it up to take in images of the environment.”

applied alongside the less personal images of the animals.
In the last 50 years, we have moved into a different neigh-

We hope to give him more senses?
Speech recognition on mobile devices is nothing new.

borhood, patched into everywhere through networks, and

The Dragon speech program DragonDictate first demoed in

we are now holding hands with new companions as we sit

the late 1990s. Originally, it was slow and required frequent

on the bench at the train station checking e-mail or events

edits and corrections. The latest version, NaturallySpeaking

everywhere via those companions.

12, is an amazing program that takes advantage of much

If we’re looking to take some readings of the heat in the

more powerful hardware available to all and algorithms that

pot, here’s a strange scene that might be indicative of some-

have matured over the last 15 years. You introduce yourself

thing. “A farmer could stand in a field and ask his phone,

and all your individual speech habits as it creates your own

‘When should I plant my corn?’ ” The guy offering this sce-

profile in its memory. It will continue to learn as you make

nario is Bernie Meyerson, IBM’s vice president of innova-

corrections, and, with time, it gets even better. The iPad

tion. Talking to a Bloomberg News reporter about a planned

tablet has had a free version of Dragon Dictation through

pocket-sized version of Watson, Meyerson says, “He [the

all three versions of its hardware, and you can use

farmer] would get a reply in seconds, based on location

Android smartphones as remote microphones for v. 12 of

data, historical trends, and scientific studies.”

NaturallySpeaking.

You remember Watson, the IBM program that defeated
Ken Jennings and Brad Rutter, the two world-champion

TEMPERATURE CHECK

Jeopardy players. That first version of Watson appeared to

Obviously, the ways we interface with our computers and

have a more comprehensive database of basic information

networks are becoming more human as touch, speech, and

than the TV contestants, and it had a quicker buzzer finger

images take over from keyboards. But have we arrived at the

because of its ability to process the question, search its

point where the network is the computer, and do we now

memory, and frame its response in human terms in almost

look less like nodes floating in that network as our attention

no time. IBM’s Meyerson recently explained to Sarah Frier

is dissolved into the streams? How can we tell without com-

of Bloomberg News that not only is Watson being developed

ing up with some definable limits?

with an impressive financial information database for Citi-

Here’s a simple test that works with addictive personali-

group, Inc., and an oncology database for Wellpoint, Inc.,

ties. Pull the plug. Disconnect from your digital universe for

but the next version of the program, to be called Watson

a day and see how it goes. Well, maybe keep the computer-

2.0, would be able to work on both smartphones and tablet

ized circuits in your car so you’ll be able to get around. And

computers. “The power it takes to make Watson work is

maybe keep your phone—for emergencies. And since you

dropping like a stone,” he explained. “One day, you will

won’t have the Web and all its social connections, maybe

have ready access to an incredible engine with a world

keep your cable TV. And the networks for the power grid—I

knowledge base.”

guess you need those. And the computer-controlled filtra-

We already talk to our mobile devices. There’s Siri on

60

tion systems at the water company—you can’t legally shut

the iPhone and a voice on Google’s Nexus 7 tablet, also

those down, right? And all those satellite communication

female, will answer questions inspired by information it

systems? Whew, anyone else think it’s getting a little warm in

gathers from the largest search engine on the Internet.

here? SF
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